
Simplify PeopleSoft 
Test Framework
PeopleSoft Test Framework (PTF) automates much of the testing 
and evaluation associated with implementing Oracle updates, but it 
can be difficult to use, especially for non-technical teams. SpearMC’s 
Testing Grounds solution makes PTF easier for anyone to use and fills 
gaps so your team can get even more value out of the tool.

           Why Add Testing Grounds to PTF?

SpearMC’s Testing Grounds solution removes uncertainty and enables 
quick implementation without sacrificing quality. Benefits include:

 � Ease of Use: Functional users can effortlessly run, save, 
and view tests.

 � Reporting: Generate reports with detailed data to resolve 
issues and maintain compliance.

 � Dashboards: View test status at any moment in time, then 
drill down for details.

 � No Tool Switching: Define and run test cycles in Testing 
Grounds without having to open PTF.

 � Straightforward Implementation: Bolt on Testing Grounds, 
and get started quickly.
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in Less Time

 
 
Testing Grounds includes 
several helpful features that 
make PTF faster, easier to 
use, and more valuable to 
your team.

 � Dashboards

 � Execution Logs

 � Error Screenshots

 � Evidence Reports

 � Data Management

 � Test Cycle Definition
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Contact SpearMC at 866-SPEARMC or  
info@spearmc.com for more information. SEE TESTING GROUNDS IN ACTION  
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Ready to simplify testing?
Contact SpearMC at 866-SPEARMC or info@spearmc.com for more information.

Testing Grounds can be bundled with Testing as a Service at no additional cost, or licensed separately. 

TESTING GROUNDS

TESTING GROUNDS 
DASHBOARD

 � View status at a glance

 � View full PTF logs online

 � Pull up screenshots for easy 
troubleshooting

 � Update test data without ever 
opening PTF

Fast Implementation, Fast Results
Testing Grounds is a bolt-on solution that is quick and easy to integrate with PeopleSoft Test Framework.

MIGRATE
Project copied and built 
in your testing database

SECURE
Pre-made or custom 
security roles implemented

VERIFY
Functional testing with a  
pre-written, customizable script


